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THINGS THAT COUNT-

MEMORY. IMAGINATION
When a camera records scenes, It is performing many functions
—and a principal one is the function of memory. But sometimes
memory must take over the camera's job. In the second inst I
ment ofour Civil War series (pp. 38-64) the ^ "
16 pages of specially commissioned battle
paintings are each as camera-accurate as
the artist and man's memory—in records,
maps, plans and stories—can make them.

Before he even started to sketch, each ar
tist visited and studied his assigned battle
field. To draw uniforms correctly, each used
the actual Quartermaster Corps specifica
tions of the time. To add detail, some went
to greater lengths. Artist Stanley Meltzoff
searched for a month for a dead horse to

bull run horse

model for his Bull Run scene (pp. 38, 39), finally sketched
an abattoir. Isa Barnett, who did Antietam (pp. 4q f
studio with shattered stalks of corn —planted, in those da
rows but in hills grouped for the sickle. Tom Lovell (vf^k
pp. 47-49) made some scale models of Porter's fleet '̂̂ '̂ ''9.

them for hours on a nan.^,. bailedthem for hours ona paper map in hie 7
In all their searoh fnr ^fLJdio.their search for accuracy and ^

the artists were greatly helped and
aged by the superintendents of the^"^°"'̂ "
al military parks, especially r "®t'on-
stock at Chickamauga; Robert L
at Antietam; and Mr. Edwin C r

1- u:-.- ! °®aress
search historian at Vicksburg Fo .
vice on ordnance and uniform- —

re

Historian-Artist George Woodb '̂id^
for their expert advice and cnn„-
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especially grateful to Lieut Cni ^
Biting and Colonel Frederick Todd of the U.S. Militanaiiu rrcuenuK i oaa OT tne U.S. Milita

The camera also performs notably. In the photo r
panying William Heinz's story of a cancer surgeon'̂ T^^
operating-room scenes become symbols of the art of h'''' ^ '̂̂ 8)
were

concept

elate Art Director Bernard Quint.

photographed by Elliott Erwitt and, in a highl They
ipt of story presentation, projected upon our page'̂ b '̂"®*'̂ ®

Further on we present some fascinating snaD<;h
some shop talk about how we deal with pictures With
gone over pictures from the family Brownie and lo k"
the odd expressions you assumed while trying to^ ®9'iast gt
So you may guess how the most photographed m '̂9'i'fied
(this week at least) might have felt when he we
tures on pages 88, 89 to choose his official •«= " ^he ni„

SURGEON'S HAND AT WORK
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